CUTBA
(CLEMSON UNIVERSITY TIGER BAND ASSOCIATION)

ABOUT US
CUTBA was formed in 1977 following meetings with Dr. Bruce Cook, Tiger Band Director, Tiger Band Alumni, and a friend of Tiger Band. Our purpose is to support Tiger Band, Tiger Band Students, and other music programs at Clemson University, and provide funds for Tiger Band Scholarships.

CUTBA SCHOLARSHIP ENDOWMENT
Our initial scholarship was awarded in the 1993-1994 school year. In the 2015-2016 school year, 37 Tiger Band students received CUTBA Scholarships averaging $800.00. We continue our focus of increasing both the number and the amount of scholarships awarded to Tiger Band students.

FUNDING FOR CUTBA
CUTBA is funded primarily through tax deductible contributions from Tiger Band Alumni, Tiger Band Parents, and Friends of Tiger Band. View the back of this flyer to see how you can contribute to Tiger Band through CUTBA.
JOIN CUTBA IN SUPPORTING TIGER BAND WITH YOUR TAX DEDUCTIBLE CONTRIBUTIONS

THREE EASY WAYS TO CONTRIBUTE:

1. CHECK CONTRIBUTION

NEAREST CUTBA DONOR
1955 TIGER RAG BLVD.
CLEMSON, SC

PAY TO THE ORDER OF THE CLEMSON FUND

$ XXX.XX

XXX DOLLARS & XXX CENTS

FOR CUTBA

Donor Signature

MAIL TO:
Annual Living Office
Clemson University
P.O. Box 1889
Clemson, SC 29633-9972

2. ONLINE CONTRIBUTION

https://cualumni.clemson.edu/give/cutba

Scan the QR code here -->

3. CALL CUTBA

864.656.5896